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Introductions



Why do we need to communicate?

“Without communication we become isolated from our  
fellow human beings and cannot form meaningful  
relationships.”

Remarkable Conversations B. Miles & M. Riggio, 1999

Through communication, children can make changes in  
their world. They can express their wants and needs.
They can make choices.

Kathleen Stremel, 2004



COMMUNICATION IS EVERYONE’S BUSINESS

Communication is crucial to  
development in all areas- academic and  
social – it is everyone’s business- not just  
the SLP and must be incorporated in all  

educational programming

“…communication is the basis of all other skills and for  interaction 
between student… and all others”

Hand In Hand, AFB Press, 1995



There is absolutely NO learner who does 
not communicate.

NOT BEING ABLE
TO SPEAK 

IS NOT THE SAME 
AS NOT HAVING 

ANYTHING TO SAY
Susan Bashinski- Laying a Foundation for Communication NCDB presentation



Typical 
Learning

Incidental
Occurs 

automatically 
without much effort

The way most 
information is 

learned

Secondary
Listening to a person 

teach or present 
information

Direct
Hands-on

experiences

•90% of learning is incidental 
•Learning progresses from the 
known to the unknown



Sensory challenges turn learning  
Upside Down



Sensory 
Impact on 
Learning

Incidental Incidental learning may not 
occur or is distorted

Secondary learning is
difficultSecondary

Direct learning and
hands-on experiences  

are essential and the
best way to learn

Direct



Communication Is……
Interaction  A way to reach out            

to others

A social act 

The exchange of a message

A back and forth 
between 2 or more people

Connection



Ground Rules for Communication

All persons are communicative !!!

Communication begins at birth

Our responses to persons with disabilities 
can help OR hinder communication 
development



BEHAVIOR
IS

COMMUNICATION



What is NOT necessary to 
communicate?

l Object permanence
l Cause-effect
l Imitation
l Matching
l Intentional communication 
l Speech 
l AT equipment



Elements of Communication

Sender                                       Receiver

From: First Things First, Charity Rowland, Philip Schweigert, 2004

Topic
Means of 
expression



What is Required for Communication?

• Interaction – a sender and a receiver; turn taking, 
listening, responding to one another…

•Having something to talk about: the weather, an 
object or activity,

•A Reason to Communicate- sharing information 
and  feelings, getting something you want, 
socializing, stopping something you don’t like, 
persuading, praising, complaining…….

•A Form of Communication – vocalizations, arm 
movements, words, facial expressions, body 
language, behavior, signs, AAC devices…



You don’t need to have symbolic language 
to have a conversation.  

Elements of a conversation



Building a Foundation for 
Communication

• Trusting Relationship
• Availability for Learning
• Consistency of Partners
• Routines
• Responsive and Supportive 

Environment
• Individual’s Interests



By : Charity Rowland, Philip 
Schweigert  Design to Learn
Products
Oregon Institute on Disability & 
Development  www.designtolearn.com
1-888-909-4030
www.communicationmatrix.org

The Communication Matrix

http://www.designtolearn.com/
http://www.communicationmatrix.org/


The Communication Matrix

• For children with severe communication impairments
• Assesses expressive communication skills that typically develop 

in  the first 2 years of life
• Looks at 4 reasons to communicate and 7 levels of competence.
• 3 versions:

• downloadable PDF of the original,
www.designtolearn.com/Store/Index/1#categoryWrapper-1
• downloadable version especially for parents in English and 

Spanish available from 
www.designtolearn.com/Store/Index/1#categoryWrapper-1 , 
• An on-line version available at www.communicationmatrix.org.

http://www.designtolearn.com/Store/Index/1
http://www.designtolearn.com/Store/Index/1
http://www.communicationmatrix.org/


Why I Like the Communication Matrix

• It focuses on what the child CAN do.
• It gives family and professionals broader 

definition of communication.
• It provides a road map for intervention.
• It helps determine what important skills are missing. 

(a.k.a. IEP goals)
• It gives a clear and concise visual picture.
• It helps you look at behavior in a different way.



Reasons to Communicate

•To refuse things that you don’t want

•To obtain things that you want

•To engage in social interactions

•To provide or seek information



Pre-symbolic levels
Pre-intentional behaviors (reflexes, crying that is  
interpreted by adults)

Intentional, but not purposefully communicative  
behaviors – kicking, turning head away – interpreted by  
adult, but not directed toward adult

Pre-symbolic, non-conventional behaviors (like tugging  
on adult, pushing things away) that are directed to a  
communication partner This is a critical stage because  
now the child understands that he can impact someone  
else’s behavior. He is communicating because he  
acknowledges a communication partner

Pre-symbolic, conventional behaviors like pointing,  
nodding head.

•Level 1

•Level 2

•Level 3

•Level 4

7 Levels of  
Communication Skills



7 Levels of  
Communication Skills

Symbolic Levels

• Level 5 Uses concrete symbols that physically  
resemble what they represent in a way
that is obvious to the child – they look like, feel like, move  
like or sound like what they represent.
• Level 6 Abstract symbols such as speech, manual  

signs, or Brailled or printed words. These symbols do not
look, feel, or sound like what they represent. They are used  
one at a time.
• Level 7 Combines symbols (any sort of symbols)  

into ordered two or three-symbol combinations (“want
juice”, “me want juice”), according to grammatical rules.



Getting Started … Please indicate the statement below that  
best describes the communications skills of your child

n Statement A My child doesn't seem to have real control over his body yet. The  
only way I know that he wants something is because he fusses or whines when he's  
unhappy or uncomfortable, and he smiles, makes noises or calms down when he's  
happy and comfortable.

n Statement B My child has control over her own behaviors, but she doesn't use  
them to try to communicate to me. She doesn't come to me to let me know what she  
wants, but it's easy for me to figure out, because she tries to do things for herself.  
She knows what she wants, and her behavior shows me what she wants. If she runs  
out of something to eat, she will just try to get more, rather than trying to get me to  
give her more.

n Statement C My child clearly tries to communicate his needs to me. He knows  
how to get me to do something for him. He uses various gestures and sounds (like  
pointing, shaking his head, tugging at my arm or looking back and forth between me  
and what he wants) to communicate to me. For instance, when he wants more milk,  
he might hand his cup to me or point to the refrigerator. He doesn't use any sort of  
language to communicate. ..

OR..
My child lets me know what she wants by using some form of language or symbolic  
communication (such as speech, printed words, Braille, picture symbols, three-
dimensional symbols, or sign language). When he uses his symbols it's clear that he  
understands what they mean.



Scoring the Matrix

Mastered
• Does this independently most of the time when the  

opportunity arises.
• Does this in a number of different contexts, and with different  

people.
Emerging
• Does this inconsistently.
• Only does this when prompted or encouraged to do so. Only  

does this in one or two contexts or with one person.
Symbols
• If the child uses symbols either on cards or in devices, score  

based on what kind of symbol: concrete or abstract





Name



Building a Foundation for Communication                               

Receptive Communication

Concept Development

Literacy

Levels of Expressive 
Communication

Level II 
Intentional 
Behavior

Level III
Unconventional 
Communication 
(pre-symbolic)

Level IV 
Conventional 
Communication 
(pre-symbolic)

Level VI  
Abstract Symbols

Level V 
Concrete 
Symbols

Level VII 
Language

Consistency 
Among 

Partners
Availibility to 

Learn

Level I Pre-
Intentional 
Behavior

Routines
Responsive and 

Supportive 
Environment

Individual’s
Interests

Everyone 

Communicates

Trusting 
Relationship



“Whatever the child needs, 
the team needs.”

Tina Hertzog



Logistics


